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 Introducing our themes
HSBC Global Research is taking a new approach to thinking about
today’s world of disruptive, complex and rapid change. We are
applying our multi-asset and geographical reach to understand the
big events unfolding today and their investment implications through
nine big themes.
From Disruptive Technology and Future Cities to Demographics and
the Energy Transition, this brochure explains our nine big themes and
how to access them.

David May
Global Head of Research
david.may@hsbc.com

Watch video ›
Got a question or
want to know how to
subscribe, just email us at
askresearch@hsbc.com

Follow David on LinkedIn

#HSBCResearch on LinkedIn
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 Our products
Positioned across our unique selling points and focusing on our key, current and topical themes
Global teams

Economics
covering >50
countries
worldwide

FX broad
coverage of DM &
EM with particular
focus on the RMB

Equities 1,850
companies with 60%
MSCI EM & Frontier
Market indices

Fixed Income
covering Rates
and Credit across
DM & EM

EM investment
themes across
asset classes

ESG insights to
aid investment
decisions

Data Science
analysing vast
amounts of data using
machine learning
techniques

Multi-Asset
highlighting key
ideas across asset
classes

Our focus

Macro/
Multi-Asset

Emerging
Markets

Asia

China

UK

ESG

Data
Science

Top-rated in DM, EM
and thematic coverage

Comprehensive analysis
of EM across all asset
classes

Local expertise for
global clients

Onshore research with
300+ A-share coverage

Strong mid-cap
coverage

10+ years of integrating
ESG with fundamental
investing

Embedding machine
learning techniques into
our investment advice

Key themes to guide your outlook

Automation

Demographics

Digital Finance

Disruptive
Technology

Energy
Transition

Future Cities

Future
Consumer

Future Transport

Lower for
Longer

Scan or click to
view our themes
brochure
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 Meet the themes
Click on the icon to see the latest insights
Automation

Demographics

Digital Finance

Helen Fang (Global)

James Pomeroy (Global)

Kailesh Mistry (Global)

Sean McLoughlin (Europe)

Herald van der Linde (Asia)

Antonin Baudry (Europe)

Edward Stanford (Europe)

Neha Agarwala (Americas & EEMEA)

Disruptive Technology

Energy Transition

Future Cities

Davey Jose (Global)

Sriharsha Pappu (Global)

Stephen Bramley-Jackson (Global)

Frank Lee (Asia)

Thomas C. Hilboldt (Asia)

James Pomeroy (Europe)

Lilyanna Yang (Americas)
Jonathan Brandt (EEMEA)

Future Consumer

Future Transport

Lower for Longer

Erwan Rambourg (Global)

Mike Tyndall (Global)

Steven Major (Global)

Karen Choi (Asia)

Parash Jain (Global)

Lawrence Dyer (US)

Jeremy Fialko (Europe)

Will Cho (Asia)
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Automation

Robotics: Smarter robot riding on IoT tackles ageing workforce

Machine Vision: Secular growth and software driven

Already well established in general manufacturing and process
industries, automation has huge growth potential in sectors with lower
penetration. The graph below shows the number of installed industrial
robots per 10,000 employees in the manufacturing industry, 2018

Machine vision offers higher precision and consistency than human
labour on quality inspection tasks.

Singapore
774
338

Japan
247
240

Denmark
Taiwan

221

US

217
200

Italy

Source: IFR, CRIA & HSBC

Pursuit of productivity

327

Sweden

Mainland China

With increasingly complex, precise manufacturing demands, and rising
focus on quality, machine vision offers better yields, higher efficiency
and lower labour cost for manufacturing industries.

831

Germany

140

5

Watch list

Driven by the potential to increase productivity, automation has advanced from early mechanisation
of production lines to today’s data-driven industrial Internet of Things (IoT). Already well established
in general manufacturing and process industries, automation has huge growth potential in sectors
with lower penetration, such as logistics

South Korea

|

Global average density: 99
Asia average density: 91
Rising labour
costs

China’s robot density is
still below many industrial

Demand for
Machine Vision

Ageing
population

® In logistics, we
estimate only 5% of
warehouses currently
have incorporated
automation
® Automation has
advanced from early
mechanisation of
production lines to
today’s data-driven
industrial IoT investment
® Machine vision
software is the highvalue part of the
industry and provides
leaders with faster
growth and superior
returns
® 85% – share of
industry taken by vision
software, while the
other 15% is taken by
vision hardware such as
cameras
® Vision-guided robotics
and automated
optical inspections
are two of the major
applications of machine
vision in manufacturing
industries

economies (2018)
Source: HSBC
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Automation
Key insights

Helen Fang
Head of Industrials Research,
APAC and Global Coordinator for
Automation
helen.c.fang@hsbc.com.hk
China Automation
Moving upstream

Read report

›

Humanoid Robots
Too early…but opportunities
along the value chain
Read report

›

Automation & Robotics
Growth appears Automatica

Read report

›

Industrial software
Uncovering hidden value

Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Demographics

® By 2025e, India should
overtake China as the
most populous nation

The world’s population continues to rise with Africa overtaking Asia
15bn
Oceania
Latin America
North America
Africa
Europe

5bn

Asia

0
1950

1970

1990

2010

2030

2050

2070

2090

Most populous countries by 2030e (% proportion)

17.6%

17.1%

India

Mainland China

4.1%

3.5%

US

Indonesia

3.1%

2.6%

Nigeria

Brazil

Source: UN Population Prospects 2019, HSBC

Ideas key to these long term shifts

emptynesters

healthcare

mid-tier cities

Education

women
infrastructure
shrinking household urbanisation
ageing population

population growth

7

Watch list

The world’s population is seeing the fastest changes in history, with ageing populations, lower birth
rates and smaller households set to play a key role in determining the pace and shape of global
demand growth for a range of goods and services

10bn

|

® Mid-tier cities – this
is where people flock
to, more so than the
larger metropoles. This
creates a new group of
consumers in lesserknown cities across
Asia and Africa
® More women are
working. This is
especially the case
in China and also
Indonesia where more
are completing higher
education and getting
managerial jobs
® Demand for
healthcare will likely
rise fastest not in
ageing societies but
in younger nations
where more people are
reaching 40
® Focus on the
shrinking household.
This is a particular trait
in North Asia – as per
Global Demographics,
the number of singleperson households is
estimated to rise
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Demographics
Herald van der Linde, CFA

Key insights

Head of Equity Strategy, APAC
and Global Coordinator of
Demographics
heraldvanderlinde@hsbc.com.hk
Follow on LinkedIn

James Pomeroy
The next generation of
spenders
The changing tastes of a
billion new consumers
Read report

›

The big baby bust
Fewer babies, slower
growth

Read report

›

Global Demographics
How soon will the world’s
population be shrinking?

Read report

›

Ageing and pensions
in China
Anticipating reform and the
private pension opportunity
Read report

›

Economist and Global Coordinator
of Demographics
james.pomeroy@hsbc.com
Follow on LinkedIn

View insights
Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Digital Finance

Central
bank-issued

Digital

Settlement
or reserve
accounts
Bank deposits,
mobile money
Venmo, M-Pesa

Central Bank
accounts

Cash

Widely
accessible

Key:

Type of product
Example

Source: BIS

artificial intelligence
blockchain

CBDC
(wholesale)

CBDC
(retail)

Examples of technology applications

along with machine learning, it can interpret and analyse data for risk
assessment, investment and underwriting as well as improve services such
as claims management, fraud detection

Virtual currency
Poké coin

allows performance of tasks faster and cheaper, track data flow
internally, holds digital assets

Private digital
tokens
(wholesale)

Token-based
Cryptocurrency
Bitcoin

CBDC = Central Bank Digital Currency

9

Watch list

We aim to understand and analyse how digital entrants and/or tech savvy business models
across financial services disrupt, complement and/or enhance existing operations and key market
participants. We also consider how such challenger models impact competitive positioning,
customer acquisition, customer retention, efficiency, market share, profitability, risk management
and underwriting as well as overall market dynamics
The money flower shows the different qualities of types of money

|

cloud

big data

increased capacity, agility
and flexibility for data
storage

collection, organisation, interpretation and
analysis of data to support offers, product
design and underwriting

® CreditTech – borrowing and
lending models developing
new routes to market,
effective and quick decision
making through with financial
services or ecommerce
® Digital banks and insurers
– conducting all financial
services activity online
® Digital currency – Central
Bank digital currencies and
cryptocurrencies that can
replicate key functions of
physical money
® Digital distribution and price
comparison – independent or
tied direct distribution and/or
price comparison platforms
® Fintech infrastructure and
software solution providers
– B2B service providers
supporting innovation and
development
® InsureTech – insurance
models that increase
automation of underwriting,
sales, claims management
and settlement as well
as attaching key services
to insurance to avoid
commoditisation
® InvestmentTech or
WealthTech – Advisors and
investment platforms
® Payments – infrastructure,
e-wallet, payment acquiring,
network providers services
PUBLIC
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Digital Finance
Key insights

Kailesh Mistry
Head of Financials Research, APAC
and Global Coordinator of Digital
Finance
kailesh.mistry@hsbc.com
European payment
Assessing slowdown
scenarios for 2023
Read report

›

Indian Financials
Digital Finance: In
conversation with Vanghee
Read report

›

Digital Finance Explorer
Key takeaways from Global
Digital Finance Forum
Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Disruptive Technology

HSBC Disruption Framework

2020 was likely to be a tipping point in the adoption of digitalisation.
We can see this in the way people are behaving as employees
(working from home), as students (online education), as consumers
(e-commerce), when seeking entertainment (virtual events, e-sports),
and when needing medical advice (e-medicine). We also see this in
business, especially with asset-heavy industries seeking efficiencies and

disruptive new business models through HSBC Disruption Framework
artificial intelligence and automation. In our view these are likely to
be long-lasting changes in behaviour which could lead to the next
phase of technology-led growth around remote access. Through
our disruption framework, we examine an array of technologies and
related infrastructure that we think are key to these shifts, and hence
well-placed to drive long-term outperformance in an already growing
technology sector – these include connectivity, automation, experiential,
and digital health.

Gradient of estimated

expectation vs. reality

Expectations
begin

Source: HSBC

Expectation > reality

Expectations
exceed reality
Early
disruption

Backlash
window

Real
application

Expectations
meet reality
New normal

Expectation = reality

Hype
mania
Expectations fall as
experiments deemed ‘failure’

Expectations
catch reality
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Watch list

Technology is disrupting business models around the world, helping companies to make huge leaps
forward. We help investors understand what to watch out for and how to view tech changes and
their impact using our HSBC Disruption Framework

Disruptive technology can be considered as a ‘super dot joiner’; it
connects numerous themes, sectors and assets classes.

|

® Forecast AI chip
demand CAGR of 28%
out to 2027 – key for
Asia manufacturers
® Cloud’ is still growing,
with some 70% of
software yet to migrate
® IoT connected devices
to double by 2025,
supporting over USD1trn
of related revenue
® 60% of people to have
mobile internet by
2025, up from ca.49%
now
® Data growth, with 5G
likely to make up 20% of
mobile connections by
2025
® Digital health/
telemedicine worth up
to USD250bn annually
in the US alone by 2025;
see a need for 60,000
medical robots globally
by 2025, 4x that in 2018
® Hardware/software
market for drone-related
businesses to reach
USD120bn by 2030

Expectation < reality
Source: The Edge of Disruption -- Finding
engines of growth for tomorrow
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Disruptive Technology
Key insights

Davey Jose
Thematic Analyst and Global
Coordinator of Disruptive
Technology
davey.jose@hsbcib.com
Quantum Computing Age
Multi-sector disruption

Read report

›

The Metaverse Multiverse
The next disruptor?

Read report

›

Auto semiconductors
Racing to the top

Read report

›

The ESG of
cryptocurrencies
Risks and opportunities
Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Energy Transition

Snapshot: global Green House Gas emissions flows (2017)
Human activities responsible

Greenhouse gases (GHGs)

Sinks

Electricity: 26.2%

Coal: 30.4%

Industry: 11.8%

Transport: 15.9

Iron & steel 3.1%
Chemical & petrochem 0.1%
Cement production 2.2%

18.7%
24% CO2 to land

Other industry 6.4%
Oil: 24.4%

Gas: 14.4%

Waste: 4.1%
Agriculture: 11.4
Land use, change & forestry: 6.2%
Industrial processes: 9.1%

Fugitive & other: 9.5%

Road
Aviation
Shipping
Pipeline transport
Rail & other

Buildings: 5.8%
Solid waste disposal: 1.7%
Wastewater handling: 1.9%
Waste incineration & other: 0.4%
Other agri emissions: 2.6%

Fugitive

11.9%
1.9%
1.6%
0.3%
0.2%
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Watch list

We see a mix of renewable energy sources, efficiency gains, design changes, new storage solutions
and continued progress on innovation, adoption, scale and costs as central to the energy transition
case for moving away from carbon intensive energy sources

Source of emissions

|

Cars

6.2%

Vans
Buses
Trucks

2.1%
0.7%
2.9%

74.0%

~50
GTCO2e

5.6%

Own use & other 3.9%
Residential buildings 4.1%
Commercial buildings 1.7%

Enteric fermentation: 4.8%
Rice cultivation: 1.2%
Manure management: 2.7%
Crop & grassland: 1.4%
Forest: 2.1%
Burning biomass: 2.8%
Calcination & lime production: 3.4%
Metals & chemicals: 2.2%
Other industrial processes: 3.4%

17.8%
23% CO2 to oceans

Carbon dioxide (CO2):

Methane (CH4):
16.8%
Nitrous oxide (N2O):
6.2%
F-gases:
3.0%

41.3%
53% CO2 to atmosphere

0.9%
5% CH4 to land
16.2%
95% CH4 to atmosphere
1.6%
27% N2O to pyrolysis
in stratosphere
7.2%
73% N2O & 100% of
F-gases to atmosphere

® Clean power
generation: Coal
and natural gas to be
phased out by 2035 in
developed markets, and
mostly by 2050 globally
® Cleaner transport:
Diesel and gasoline
make way for batteries
and fuel cells in road
transport by 2040,
with global regulation
limiting shipping and
aviation emissions
® Green buildings:
Retrofitting in existing
buildings and green
new builds increase
energy efficiency, as oil
and gas are replaced by
electricity and hydrogen
as energy sources
® Low-carbon Industry:
A disparate sector
requiring diverse
solutions, such as
materials efficiency and
recycling, electrification,
carbon capture and
hydrogen reduce
emissions from metals
& mining, chemicals,
cement, oil & gas and
Fluorinated gases

Source: HSBC, IEA, EDGAR, Global Carbon Project. Please see our report ‘Future Frontiers -- The pathway towards net-zero’ for more details
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Energy Transition
Key insights

Sriharsha Pappu
Head of Chemicals Research and
Global Coordinator of Energy
Transition
sriharsha.pappu@hsbc.com
China Lithium
The search for
irreplaceable “White Oil”
Read report

›

India Renewables
It’s time to soar … or stall

Read report

›

European Renewable IPPs
Seller’s market

Read report

›

Hydrogen OEMs
Unlocking European green
hydrogen ambitions
Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Future Cities

5.2bn

2030

How cities can be smarter

6.7bn

2050

Faster mobile
and broadband
networks

Smarter buildings
using less energy

Predictive
policing

More working
from home

Prefab ‘flatpack’
housing

Bigger public
transport networks

Faster emergency
response

Online
education

Paying fines or
taxes via app

More cycle lanes

Source: UN, HSBC

Ideas key to these long-term shifts

climate change and pollution

social and sustainability bond

green bonds

private sector bond

fewer
journeys

public service

smart cities

quality of life

safety

crime and

fewer
cars
women
autonomous
vehicles
housing
credit risk
congestion

15

Watch list

The pandemic has changed the way we think about urbanisation, raising challenges in well-being,
mobility, infrastructure, housing and work practices all of which require careful consideration,
planning and embodiment in our future cities
Global urban population

|

® Today, roughly 4.2bn
people live in cities
across the world, and
this is set to rise to 5.2bn
by 2030 and 6.7bn by
2050, says the UN
® With cities responsible for
between 40% to 70% of
Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions, we expect
cities to prioritise air
pollution from transport
congestion as air pollution
is also responsible for
over 3m deaths a year
globally
® Green, Social and
Sustainability Bonds
are increasingly being
issued to fund green and
social projects in urban
areas. In 2020, green,
social and sustainability
bond issuance reached
USD 400bn, up 24% vs
2019, and is expected
to rise to USD650bn in
2021, a 60%+ increase on
issuance in 2020
® Although economies
are expected to open up
throughout 2021, will
people travel to cities for
work and entertainment?
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Future Cities
Key insights

Stephen Bramley-Jackson
Global Head of Real Estate
Research and Global Coordinator of
Future Cities
stephen.bramley-jackson@hsbc.com
Redrawing The Line
The GCC’s Frontier Future
Cities
Read report

›

Building Materials
A path to net zero still not
cemented
Read report

›

UK Real Estate
Flex appeal
Read report

›

Remote impact
The economic
consequences of working
from home
Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Future Consumer

Chinese
dominating many subsectors

Population (mn) 40-64 years with household income >USD50,000
120

China

100

US

80
60
40

Channels
what place for brick and mortar versus online surge

Japan
UK

20
0
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

Source: Global Demographics, HSBC

Stickiness of online behaviour post vaccine (Brazil)

Consolidation
COVID-induced M&A and scale advantages

Conscience
buy less, buy better, health concerns, buy purpose not
just products, circularity and second hand

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Expect to buy
post vaccine
During 2020
Pre-COVID-19

More than
once a week

17

Watch list

The future of consumption will be driven by Asian consumers and women in terms of both
spending volumes and influence on other consumer clusters
As such, we focus consumer research on the “4Cs”:

|

Once a
week

2-3 times
a month

Source: HSBC, Toluna; number of respondents: 1,671

Once a
month

Once in 2-4
months

Once a
year

® The global beauty
market has seen huge
demand shifts during
2020 as parts of the
industry have proved
resilient but others have
suffered, most notably
make-up. Skincare,
fragrance, makeup
and hair care sectors
are collectively worth
USD320bn
® Fragmented, female
and retail-heavy
jewelry segment
likely to outperform the
luxury sector, outside
a handful of brands we
are less optimistic about
the watch trade
® The European
Consumer Staples
and Beverages
sector had a resilient
2020 given massive
dislocation caused by
COVID-19. Not only did
the covered companies
generally do a good job
at coping with swings
in demand but the big
brands came into their
own after a number of
years of pressure from
smaller-start-ups
PUBLIC
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Future Consumer
Key insights

Erwan Rambourg
Global Head of Consumer and
Retail Research and Global
Coordinator of Future Consumer
erwanrambourg@us.hsbc.com
Brands in the metaverse
Making millions with NFTs
Read report

›

The Food Retail
Economics Handbook
Our framework for
analysing the sector
Read report

›

South Africa Consumers
The dawn of the age of
ESG
Read report

›

US Deluxe
What American
consumers will be up to
Read report

Follow on LinkedIn

›
View insights

Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Future Transport

Global BEV volumes to increase more than 5x by 2025 according to IHS Markit
– with additional upside risk if OEMs achieve their own BEV targets and from EVfriendly policy changes under the new US administration…
Battery electric vehicle (BEV) sales, million units

12
8

Europe

4
0

... while besides EVs, the real disruption is
Software/Digitalisation, with Volkswagen
tripling its investment (EURbn)

Automaker targets by 2025

RoW
US

Mainland
China

5.4m

Others (based on IHS)

1.0m
0.4m
0.6m
1.0m
2.0m
0.65m
1.0m
3.0m
0.5m

Nissan
BMW
Mercedes
GM
Tesla
Great Wall
Hyundai
VW Group
Toyota

14
8

12

27
11

Digital
technology
Hybrid
powertrains

4

2020 2021e 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Source: IHS Markit, Company announcements
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Watch list

Traditional car manufacturers, new electric vehicle (EV) players, technology companies and mobility
providers are all competing for future transport and mobility revenue streams, while also negotiating
complex regulation and decarbonisation. Our Future Transport theme allows investors to monitor
and navigate important trends as value flows into, out of and across the mobility value chain

16

|

32

33

35

2018

2019

2020

Electrification

Source: VW, HSBC
*annual planning rounds for the investment budget

Market capitalization of selected incumbent has increased by +34% YTD vs YE2020 while disruptors have only increased by +6%
(mainly driven by Tesla)

® Full-EV penetration in
Germany was around
11% in H1 2021, up from
4% one year earlier
and plug-in Hybrid
electric vehicles (PHEV)
penetration was around
12% up from 4% one
year earlier
® We see total cost of
ownership parity of
battery electric vehicle
(BEV) and internal
combustion engine (ICE)
vehicles from around
2025 depending on region
and segment, while VW’s
crossover sport utility
vehicle (SUV BEV) is
already near margin parity
with its ICE counterpart
® HSBC views transport
as the “second frontier”
of decarbonisation and
suggests pathways
across cars, trucks,
shipping and aviation
can reduce transport
emissions 81% by 2050

Market capitalisation in EURbn
YE 2020
VW+BMW+Ford+GM = EUR205bn
23 Aug
2021

VW+BMW+Ford+GM = EUR275bn

Source: FactSet, HSBC Research

Tesla+NIO+LG Chem = EUR653bn

Tesla+NIO+LG Chem = EUR690bn
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Future Transport
Mike Tyndall

Key insights

Head of European Automotive
Equity Research and Global
Coordinator of Future Transport
michael.tyndall@hsbc.com
Follow on LinkedIn

Parash Jain
EV Global Roadmap
When the bar is set too
high…first downgrades to
European BEV penetration
Read report

›

Asia EV Battery
Demand concerns
overdone
Read report

›

China Autonomous
Driving
Taking off the learner
plates
Read report

›

Future Transport
External shocks masking
mobility revolution?
Read report

›

Head of Shipping & Ports & Asia
Transport Research
parashjain@hsbc.com.hk
Follow on LinkedIn

View insights
Live on LinkedIn and available on our Live Insights page
New horizons 9 key themes to guide your outlook
Watch now

›

Subscribe to theme
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Lower for Longer
The global lower-for-longer rates theme withstood many challenges because short-term cyclical and reflationary impulses
failed to overcome structural headwinds. Our view takes account of key determinants of low real rates, including debt
overhangs, demographics, globalisation and technology. The footprint of this decade-long theme can be seen from the
publications on the next page

9

Declining yield trend has been in place

8

for more than three decades

7

Yield (%)

6
5
4
3

10-year UST

2
1
0
1990

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

2018

2022

Source: HSBC, Bloomberg. *Note: Grey area shows quarterly 10Y UST yield with most recent point added. Dark red line shows 120-day moving average.
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Lower for Longer
Evolution of the view		

Published

 It’s not about the money: Fed’s trillions are bullish for bonds

27-Sep-12

 Japan’s trillion dollar bond rotation: Where are the bond flows going

19-Mar-13

 The Trump Premium: Changes to our US yield forecasts

11-Nov-16

 Lower for longer: Challenges to our bond view

1-Sep-17

 US yields & leverage: How more debt and slow growth reduce rates

15-Jul-18

 Bonds in 2025: Lessons from Japan

6-Aug-19

Steven Major,
Major CFA

 Decade of denial: Fixed Income Asset Allocation

9-Jan-20

Global Head of Fixed Income
Income Research
Research
and Global Coordinator of
Lower
for
Longer
steven.j.major@hsbc.com.hk

 Fiscal fallacies: Bonds are not potatoes
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